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SECOND SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE ZOLT

Education

EDU Oo-PERSPECTIVES ON EDUCATION
a

(2015 Admissions)

Time : TVro Hours Maximum : 40 Marks

Part A

Answer all questions.

1. Name the study that deals with the interaction between man and society.

2. Mention the name used to denote ,pupil, in Vedic age.

3. In which language, the original Buddhist rerigious texts written ?

4. Which philosophy raised the slogan ,Back to Nature, ?

5. which day is celebrated as'National Education Day'in India ?

6. Name the branch of philosophy that examines issues pertaining to the nature of .reality'.

(6x1=6marks)
Part B .

Answer all questions.

Each question carries 2 marks.

7. Examine the goal of education according to Idealism

8. 'Education is a Bi-polar pro_cebs'-comment on the statement.

9. What is trdth, according to Pragmatic theory ? Name any onePragmatic Thinker.
10. List any four agents of socialization.

(4x 2= g marks)
Part C

Answer any four questions.
Each question canies 4 marks.

11. write note on Inter-relationship between Education and philosophy.

L2. 'Education is a tool to alleviate poverty from the society,-Examine.

18. What are the Educational implieations of Upanishads ?

Turn over
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L4. Explain the roles and responsibilities of reacher as a Nation builder.

15. Enumerate the roles of family in behaviour modification and control.

16. "society lies on co-operation"Justifu the statement by considering various elements of the society.

(4x4=16marks)
P#tD \

Answer any one question.

The question canies L0 marks.

17. Explain various social evils which are striking against national integration. Explain the role of
education to curb them.

18. Discuss the Philosophy of Jainism with specific reference to any five components of education.

(l x 10 = I0 marks)
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SECOND SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE D(AIVIINATION, JI.INE aOIT

Education

EDU O7-FACILITATING LEARNING
f

(2015 Admissions)

Time : Three Hours Maximum:S0 Marks

Part A

Answer all questions.
Each question caties 2 marks.

1. Distinguish between learner variables and method variables.

2. Mention the cognitive factors affecting learning

3. Define Concept.

4. What is meant by meaningful verbal learning ?

5. Write arry two educational implications of social learning theory.

6. What is proactive inhibition ?

7. How will you draw a curve of forgetting ?

8. Define educational guidance

9. What is the significance of reflective practice ?

10. Write the relevance of proper learning environment.
(10x2=20marks)

Part B

Answer any ten questions.
Each question carries 4 marks.

11. Elaborate the nature and characteristics of learning.

L2. Discuss the role of motivation in learning.

13. Explain laws of learning.

L4. Discuss the educational implications of Gagne's theory of learning.

15. What is the contribution of Piaget to learning ?

16. Explain any two constructivist learning strategies.

L7. Compare the role of teacher in behaviourism and constructivism.

18. What is the importance of transfer of learning ?

Turn over
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19. How does forgetting occur ?

20. Explain the various typqs of ggidance

2L. Outline the Dunn and Dunn's classification of learning style.

22. Write a note on metacognition,
(1.0x4=40marks)

Pl,t c
Answer anY two questions.

Each question carries t0 marhs-

Zg. How will you analyse the learning styles of students ? Suggest the different strategies ofmotivation

that can be used for different learning styles.

24. Explain the learning theories of Bruner, Ausubel and Vygotsky with special reference to educational

implications.

28. Explain the significance of models of teaching in facilitating learning ? Illustrate arly one model.

(2 x 10 = 20 marks)
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SECOND SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE UGMINATION, JUNE 2OI7

Education

EDU OS-ASSESSMENT FOR LEARNING'l
(_20L5 Admissions)

Time : Three Hours

Part A

Answer all questions.
Each question carcies 2 marks,

1. Distinguish between measurement and evaluation ?

.2. what are the advantages and disadvantages of peer evaluation ?

3. List out the functions of a diagnostic test.

4. How will you ensure fairness in an assessment ?

5. What are the advantages of graphical representation ?

6. Give a brief description of attitude scales.

7 . What are the disadvantages of essay questions ?

8. What is meant by performance based assessment ?

9. Distinguiih between relative grading and absolute grading.
10. Explain any two assessment tools for affective domain.

(10x2=20marks)
Part B

Answer any ten questions.
Each question caries 4 marks.

11. what is a Rubric ? How it is used for student evaluation ?

L2. Make a comparative account on modern and traditional methods of evaluation.
13. write short notes on open book examination and on-line examination.
14. Construct an ogive using the following data :_

class .. 19.5-29.5 29.5-39.5 39.5-49.5 49.5-59.5 59.5-69.5 69.5-79.5 79.5-89.5
Interval

Frequency .. 4 7 18 15 1l g b

Maximum:80 Marks

Turn over
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15. Distinguish between practice based and evidence based assessment.

16. Evaluate self reporting as a tool for crassroom assessment.

17. Calculate mean value of the following data :

classinterval .:. 10-14 lE-19 za-24 2s-29 B0-g4 Bs-89 40-44
Frequency S 6 10 L2 Z0 18 g

18. Explain the different types of correlation. 't

19: Briefly describe different roles of assessment in learning

20' Which are the different types of test items ? Write most appropriate situation for the use of each
type ofquestion.

27. write the important principles used for preparing an MCe test battery.
22. Make a comparison between rating scale and checklist.

(10x4=40marks)
Part C

Answer any two questions.
Each question camies L0 marks

23. critically evaluate changing assessment practices in education.

24' Explain the measures of central tendency. Write the.advantages and disadvantages of each
25. What are the qualities of a good test ? Explain.

(2 x LO= 20 marks)
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Time : Three Hours
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(2015 ,$.dmissions)
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Maximum Marks : 80

(Pages:2) Name.
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SECOND SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE D(AMTNATTONI JUNE 2OL7

Education

EDU g.1_PEDAGOGIC PRACTICE IN ARABIC
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Time : T\vo Hours

(2015f Admissions)
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SECOND SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE D(AMINATION, JUNE 2OL7

Education

EDU I0.I-PROFESSIONALIZING ARABIC EDUCATION

(1: )x1)

Maximum : 40 Marks
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SECOND SEMESTER ts.Ed. DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE 2OI7

Education

EDU g.2-PEDAGOGIC PRACTICES IN ENGLISH

(2015 Admissions)

Time : Three Hours 
't Maximum : 80 Marks

Part A

Answer all questions.

Eack question carries 2 marks.

1. Mention arry two uses of Intensive Readers'

' 2. What are Discourses ? Give an Example'u alv .grpvv

3. What is thematic editing ?

4.Bringouttheimportanceofanyfilopunctuationmarks.

];. nt,,o-.,"int ?5. What is Blue-Print ?

6. ExPIain Consonants.

7 . What are the advantages of Oral test ?

8. What is CCE ? What are its merits ?

g.Howwillyouimprovethereadinghabitsofstudents?

10. what are the techniques to enhance vocabulary of students ?

(10x2=20marks)

Part B

Answer anY ter- questions'

Each question carries 4 marks'

11. How is Guided composition different from Free composition ?

72. Explain Maxims of Teaching.

13. What is Micro-teaching ? Explain Micro-teaching cycle'

t4. Differentiate Active and Passive Vocabulary'

' Tirrn ove,
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1,5. Explain briefly the steps of a Prose lesson'

16. Briefly explain the Process Objectives'

17. Bring out the importance of Planning in an ELT class'

1g. Mention and explain th.e objectives of teaching English at junior stage'

19. Differentiate Year PIan and Unit Plan' 'i

20. select aIry onegrammatical item and give two test items with three questions each'

2L. Suggest any four techniques you would adopt to ensure improvement of speaking skill of students'

22. Explain Content Analysis' What are its merits ? 
t1^ - t _,r^ aar(10x4=40marks)

Part C

Answer anY two questions'

Each question caries lO marlis'

23. criticaily Evaluate scERT Std. D( Kerala Reader English rext book using the different criteria

for assessing a Language Text Book'

24. Select a,,y onegrammatical item and construct a Lesson Plan to teach that to Std' D( students'

25. write a Lesson plan to teach the poem'Marvellous Travel'written by Joshua Fernandez included e

intheSCERTStd'D(KeralaReaderEnglishTextBook.
(2 x 10 = 20 marks)
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SECOND SEMESTER B.Ed, DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE'2Ot7

Edircation

EDU 10.2-PROFESSIONET,SWC ENGLISH EDUCATION

(20L5 Admissions)

Time : T\,vo Hours

Part A

Answer all questions.

Each question carries L marh.

1. V/hat do you mean by Multi-media learning ?

2. Expand IELTS.

3. What are the merits of Out sourcing ?

4. Write the benefrts of On-line editing.

5. What are the mer:its of reviewing an ELT Journal ?

6. Name arry two social networks.
(6x1=6marks)

Part B

Answer all questions.

Each question carries 2 marks.

7. List out the criteria you would use to assess an English language teacher's proficiency

B. How is On-line teaching defective ?

9. Give any fa.ro aspects of a good TV Reporting

10. How is Pre-service course important in professionalising teaching ?

(2x4=Smarks)

Part C

Answer any four questions.

Each question caries 4 marhs.

11. What qualities should a language'trainer possess ? Explain.

12. How can you assess an e-learning material ?

13. How does teleconferencing piomote language efficiency ?

Maximum:40 Marks

Turn over
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14, Comment on the challenges faced by English teachers in the global level.

15. Mention the Psychological perspectives of using Multi-media package

16. 'Teaching.is the noblest profession'Comment' 
"

(4x4=16marks)

' Part D

Answ er onY' drru questiotn'

The question'carriei tO marks.

L7. Make a summary of any one research work iA ELT that you have reviewed.

1g. Explain the various modern t rrg;rgu learning materials that can be used in an English class for

helping students become proficient in the language.
(1 x 10 = 10 marks)
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SECOND SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE EXAMINATION, JI]NE 2017

Education-

EDU e.1O-PEDAGOGTC PRACTTCES IN MATHEMATTCS

(20L5 Admissions)

Time : Three Hours Maximum:90 Marks

Part I
Answer all questions.

Each question carries 2 marks:.

1. Briefly explain the components of the "skill of black board writing".

2. What is'reinforcement' ? Mention the different types of reinforcements.

3. Defrne "models of teaching".

4. Write arry two informal methods of evaluation of,a mathematics class.

5. What is an attribute of a concept ? Give an example.

6.Brieflyexplainobjectivebasedinstruction.

7. , What is the role of supplementary readers in the teaching of mathematics ?

8. Explain microteaching cycle.

9. What is guided reciprocal peer questioning ?

10. Write arry two uses of exit cards.

(L0x2=20marks)

Part II
. Answer any ten questions. .

Each question carries 4 marks.

11.' Select any one topic from Standard D( mathematics and write its Pedagogic Analysis.

L2. Describe ihe syntax of Inquiry Training Model.

13. Prepare a micro teaching lesson plan on the skill of "stimulus variation".

14. Differentiate a rating scale and a check list.

15. Describe the different types of planning

16. Write the principles to be bear in mind while planning a lesson for second.ary school students.

Turn over
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17. What is a unit ? What are the characteristics of a good unit ?

18. What are the advantages of improvisation in education ?

19" Draw the slides (minimum 4) for a power point presentation that can be used for teaching a lesson
in Geometry.

20. How will you introduced the lesson "are of a parallelogram to secondary school students" ?

2L. Select an appropriate teaching aid for a topic from rnathemhtics and explain how will you use it in
the classroom.

22. Explain the steps in the preparation of an achievement test.

(10x4=40marks)

Part III
Answer any two questions.

Each question camies L0 marks.

23. Select a topic from secondary school mathematics and prepare a lesson on behaviourist format.

24. What is the significance of mathematics library in the learning of mathematics ? How will you
manage to organise a mathematics libiary in your school. What steps will you take for the proper
functioning of it ?

25. Develop a lesson transcript on any one of the topic for your choice from high school mathematics
based on inductive thinking model.

(2 x I0 = 20 marks)
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SECOND SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE

Education

L2. N(ention the advantages oftecirnology integrated teaching ?

EDU 10 : 1O-PROFESSIONEflTZN'TC MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

(2015 Admissions)

Tirne : Two Hours Maximum:40 Marks

Part I

Ansuer all questinns"

Each question carries L mark.

1. Give a mathematics puzzle that can be given to secondary students.

2. What is mathematics phobia ?

3. Expand NTSE ?

4. What is video-tape interaction ?

5. Mention any two educational television channels in India.

6. Name two e-resources for teaching Mathematics.

Part II

Answer all questions.
' Each questiort. carries 2 marks.

7. Define co-operative Iearning ?

8. What enrichment activities will you give to a gifted student ?

9. Write a short note on mathematics Olympiad.

10. What is {;he role of ERIC website in the professional developrnent of a teacher.

(6x1=6marks)

(4x2=gmarks)

Part III

. Answer any four questions.

Each question carries 4 marks.

t 1. \Vliat is mathernatics creativity ? Etow wili you irnprove rnathematical creativity among secondary

students ?

Thrn over
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13. what is meant by discalculia ? write any two causes and remedies ?

14. Explain the different types of programmed instruction ?

15. write the steps in the preparation of an e-content material.

16. How SCERT helps in developing teacher e;rmPetencies in our teachers.

. (4x4=16marks)

Part fV

Answer anY orre questioins.

The question carcies LA marks-

17. What are the general Qualities of a mathematics teacher ? Enumerate the soft skills that are

needed for a mathematics teacher to become a successful teacher in mathematics ? What is the role

of the professional organisations in making a teacher competent ?

1g. Describe Gardner's multiple intelligence theory. Discuss its significance in the present scenario

with special emphasis to mathematids education, t

(1 x l0 = 10 marks)
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SECOI$B SEMESTER

(Pages:2)

B.Ed. DEGREE

Education

Narne

Reg. No

EX.q,MINATIGN, _yErNE zSL?

EDU 09 I2-PEDAGOGIC PR+CTICES IN PI{YSICAL SCIENCE
(2015 Admissions) 

:

Time : Three Hours 
Maximurn: g0 Marks

part I
Answer all questions.

1. What is a resource unit , 
uo"u question carries 

.2 
marks'

2. What are web 2.0 tools ? List any two.
3. Distinguish between facts and concepts.
4. What is meant by "Objective Based fnstruction,,.
5. Define Techno pedagoglz.

.6. Mention the different types of evaluation.
7. What are the major services in the internet ?

B. Describe the role of science teacher as a techno-pedagogue.
9' Give anv two brogsfor learning phvsicar s.i"r." 

", 
;.;;;"ry rever. 

t

10. Enumerate the steps in lesson planning.

(10x2=20marks)
part II

. Answer any ten questions.
Each question carci.es 4 narks.

11, What is a Diagnostic Test ? How will you organize a remedial teaching progTam based on itsresult ?

12' Give TPCK analysis of any unit in Physics or chemistry at the sebondary school level.13' what is microteaching ? Explain how it is used for improving teacher effectiveness.
74. How will you create an e_portfolio ?

15' suggest any two learning situations for developing the e-content on the topic "Radioactivity,,.16' As a science teacher, how would you link your teaching with life and environment ?

Turn over
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17 ' Explain the efibctiveness of teacher tube ang edublogs in supporting science teaching.18' List the steps of content anarysis with appfopriate examples

:: lltain 
the Mc cormack and Yager's classification of instructional objectives.

20' List any four points to prepare a better power point presentation.
27. Explain digital taxonomy with illustration.
22. Suggest a web 2.0 tool. Explain its integrahon in the teaching learning process.

(10 x4=4A marks)
part III

Al.swer any two questinns.,, Each question carri.es 1O mqrks.
23' critically evaluate the effectiveness of continuous comprehensive evaluation svstem imprementedin the curiculum. What modifications do you suggest ?

Explain the taxonomy of science Education formulated u, gl*; *ith due emphasis to its revision.Preparealessontemplateinconstructivistformatfor,*,;;;;;";;;;

c 23694

24.

25.

I
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SECOND SEMESTER R.Ed. DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE zotr
Education

EDU 10 : I2_PROFESSIONALISING PITYSICAL SCIENCE EDUCATION
(2015 Adnissions)

Time : Two Hours Maximum:40 Marks

Part 1

Answer all questions.
Each question carries L marh.

1' Mention a National Program of Fellowship in Basic Sciences, initiated and funded by the Department
of Science and Technology,.Government of India.

2. Suggest a iopic for science debate.

3. Expand MOOC.

4. Name one free software in science.

5. Mention la,o qualities of a science teacher.

6. List two places of scientific interest for study tour"

(6x1=6marks)

Part 2

Ansuter all questinns.
Each question carries Z marhs.

7. Write a short note on science Olympiad.

8. Mention the significance of the Chem Collective.

9. Define scientific literacy.

10. What is virtual reality ?

(4xZ=8marks)
Part 3

Answer any fout questions.
Each question carcies 4 marks.

11' Discuss the organisation of science club and highlight the role of science teacher in organisation.

Ttrrn over

12. Explain "Science Talent Search programme,,.
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13. Enumerate the merits and demerits of social networking

t4. Explain the importance of Blog posting in science teaching and learning.

15. Explain the significance of copy right in the digital world.

16. Discuss the role of science teacher in eradicating superstitions in society.
(4x4=16marks)

Pa$i a

Answer any orre questinn.
The questian carri.es LO rnarks'

t7 . Explain how a science teacher can make use of digital resources to promote research culture among

students.

18. How you will organize a study tour for teaching any topic in Physical Science. What are the

edgqational values of study tour ? 
(r x 10 = r0 marks)
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SECOND SEMESTER trl.Ed. DEGREE EXAMTNATTON, JUNE 2017

Education

EDU 9 : I3_PEDAGOGIC PRACTICES NN SOCIAL SCIENCE

(20L5 A$missions)

Time: Three Hours Maximum : 80 Marks

Part I
Answer all questions.

Each. question tarries 2 marhs.

1. List out any four sub skills of the core teaching skill namely "stimulus variation".

2. How will you classify the comrnunity resources ?

3. "Computerassisted learning is a successful learning strategy". Do you agree or disagree with this
statement ? Give rrlasons.

4. List out any fourinstructional objectives of Psycho motor domain.

5. What is Remedial teaching ? Mention the different phases of rernedial teaching process.

6. Give b,rief deseription on.

7. Cornpare the,importance of year plan and unit plan in planning instruction at secondary level.

8. Distinguish between process evaluation and product evaluation.

9. Define question bank.

10. How yotr will organize "student Center" in the class room ?

(10x2=20marks)

Part II
Answer any t;et qwes;tions

Each question carries 4 marhs.

11. List any six activities that can be undertaken by the Social science club during this academic year.

12. Preparea unit plan for the topic "Medieval world : Centers of power" of social science text books of

Standard D( of Kerala.

13. Prepare arry four short answer type questions from bhe topic "Lancl and Sea breeze".

14. Prepare a micro teaching lesson plan on the skill'oreinforcement " considering a suitable topic from

Social Science.
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15. What is objective based or outcorne based evaluation ?

16, Briefly explain the major types of timelines used in social science teaching.

L7 . List out the merits and limitations of using Atlas in Social Sciencq, teaching.

18. Explain the importance of Social Science Laboratory along with its objectivqs.

19. What are the required qualities of a student foiendly Work Book ?

ZO. As a teacher of social ."r"rr"u how will yoJorg"rrize a freld trip in accordance with present day

needs of curriculum ?

21. Prepare four different objective type questions on the topic "clouds".

22. What are the qualities of a Good Social Science Text Book ? Critically examine the present

Geography Text Book of Standard X on a constructivist paradigm. 
",

(10x4=40marks)

rat-4, !ltPart III

Each question carries LO marks.

23. Prepare a lesson plan on constructivist format on the topic "Fundamental rightB" from the Social

Science text book of Standard DC Explain the different steps for preparing a Diagnostic test.

24. Prepare an achievement test in Social Science following all steps of construction of a test.

25. Develop an ICT enabled lesson plan based on any topic of your choice from Standard VIII.
(2x 10 = 20 marks)
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Education
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eO15 Admissions)
fime: Two Hours

Maximum :40 Marks
part I

Answer all questions.
Each question camies L m.ark.

1. Who is the proponent of TpCKA ?
2. WI/at is INFLIB NET ?

3' List any /uo advantages of"Tele conferencingl while imparting social science edueation at secondarylevel' 
.^_ _i4. Write the expansion of ERM

5. Who is the present CEO of F,ace Book ?

6' Mention any tuto ways for irnproving the accountability of a social science Teacher ?

(6x1=6marks)
part II

Answer all questions.
Each questian 

"olrriir Z iarks.
7 ' Mention any four e-resources for sociar science Teaching.
8. List out arry four advantages of M_Learning ?

9' How will you make use of web based instiuction for the topic .Rain fan, ?10. List out the important merits of IT based learning ?

(4x2=Smarks)
part III

Answer any foar questians.
Each question caries 4 marks.

Describe the main advantages and disadvantages of social networking ?
Give brief Description of Blog' rtrow you can use Blog in teaching tn" Iopic oHuman Rights,.

Name.

EXAMTNATTOT JUNE 2Or7

11.

12.
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13. What is virtual iearning ? Mention any four advantages ?

14. Give a brief accouht of LMS ? Mention its two applications at Secondary Level ?

15. Give a brief account on any filo social media. Mention changed role of social science,teacher when
social merlia imported in the class room ?

16. What is an'e'content. Give a brief account of ditTerent steps in'e'content development.

f (4x4=16marks)
Part fV

Answer any orre question.
It carries 10 marhs"

L7. Prepare a technopedagogrc content airalysis of a topic of your choice from the social seience text
book ofstandard DC

18. Give a:brief account of the qualities of a Social Science teacher along with the different ways of
improving his professionalism..

: : (l x 10 = l0 marks)


